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Abstract 

With this paper, we propose a distributed online traffic engineering architecture for MPLS 
networks. In this architecture, a primary and secondary MP~ LSP are established from an 
ingress tsR to every other egress tSR. We propose to split the TcP traffic between the primary and 
secondary paths using a distributed mechanism based on ECN marking and alMo-based rate 
control. Inspired by the random early detection mechanism for active queue management, we 
propose a random early reroute scheme to adaptively control the delay difference between the 
primary and secondary tsPS. Considering the adverse effect of packet reordering on TCP per- 
formance for packet-based load balancing schemes, we propose that the TCP splitting mecha- 
nism operates on a per-flow basis. Using flow-based models developed for lnternet traffic and 
simulations, we show that flow-based distributed multi-path traffic engineering outperforms on 
a consistent basis the case of a single path in terms of per-flow goodputs. Due to the elimina- 
tion of out-of-order packet arrivals, fow-based splitting also enhances TCP performance with 
respect to packet-based splitting especially for long 7"cP flOWS that are hit hard by packet reor- 
dering. We also compare and contrast two queuing architectures for differential treatment of 
data packets routed over primary and secondary Lses in the MPLS data plane, namely 
first-in-first-out and strict priority queuing. We show through simulations that strict priority 
queuing is more effective and relatively more robust with respect to the changes in the traffic 
demand matrix than first-in-first-out queuing in the context of distributed multi-path routing. 

Key words: Teletraffic, Internet, TCP]IP, Network routing, Resource sharing, Queue, Distributed system. 

INGI~NIERIE DU TRAFIC MPLS POUR LES FLUX TCP VIA 
UN ROUTAGE MULTIPLE DISTRIBUi~, EFFECTUI~ 

EN LIGNE SELON UN ALGORITHME AIMD 

R~sum~ 

Cet article pr{sente une architecture distribude d'ingdnierie du trafic des r~seaux MPLS 
(Multi-Protocol Label switching ou commutation multiprotocole par dtiquettes). Dans cette 
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architecture, on dtablit un chemin commutd par dtiquette (LSP : Label switched Path)primaire 
et un secondaire d'un routeur-commutateur (LSR : Label switch Router) d'entrde & un rou- 
teur-commutateur de sortie. On propose de partager le trafic TCP entre les chemins primaire 
et secondaire en utilisant un mdcanisme basd sur un marquage ECN (Explicit Congestion Noti- 
fication : annonce explicite de congestion) et une commande basde sur l'algorithme A1MD 
(additive Increase Multiplicative Decrease : croissance lindaire, diminution exponentielle). 
En s'inspirant des mdcanismes de rejet aldatoire prdcoce (random early discard) de la ges- 
tion de files d' attente, on propose un mdcanisme de reroutage prdcoce pour commander de 
manikre adaptative la diffdrence de ddlai entre les chemins primaire et secondaire. En consi- 
ddrant l'effet du rdordonnancement des paquets sur la performance de TcP, on propose que 
le mdcanisme de partage de trafic s'appuie sur les flux de communication. En utilisant des 
modkles ?~ base de flux ddveloppds pour le trafic de l'internet et des simulations, on montre 
que l'ingdnierie du trafic multichemin distribude b partir des flux permet de meilleurs rdsul- 
tats qu'avec un seul chemin. Et puisqu'on dlimine l'arrivde de paquets clans le ddsordre, 
cette sdparation des trafics b partir des flux est encore meilleure dans le cas des gros flux rcP. 
On compare dgalement deux architectures defiles d'attente pour le traitement des paquets de 
donndes routds sur les chemins primaire et secondaire : la politique premier-entrd permier- 
servi et la politique de respect de prioritd. On montre b l'aide de simulations qu'une poli- 
tique de strict respect de prioritd est plus efficace et relativement plus robuste dans le 
contexte de routage multichemin distribud. 

Mots cl6s : T616trafic, Internet, TCP/IP, Routage r6seau, Partage ressource, File attente, Syst~me r6parti. 
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I. I N T R O D U C T I O N  

Internet Traffic Engineering (TE) is defined as the set of mechanisms required for enhan- 
cing the resource utilization of an operational network. In particular, traffic engineering 
controls how traffic flows through a network so as to optimize resource utilization and net- 
work performance [1]. TE mechanisms can be applied to hop-by-hop, explicit, or multi-path 
routed networks. 

Traditional hop-by-hop routed IP networks using OSPF or Isqs routing protocols resort to 
shortest path routing with simple link weights such as hop-count or delay. Although the sim- 
plicity of this approach allows IF routing to scale to very large networks, it does not make the 
best use of network resources. A number of research studies have recently been carried out 
on traffic engineering in hop-by-hop routed networks. For a given traffic demand matrix, 
these studies seek an optimal set of link weights to improve the routing performance and 
these link metrics are computed using a centralized optimization algorithm [2, 3, 4]. Once 
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computed, the link metrics can be configured into the core IV routers either manually or auto- 
matically. We note that an accurate estimate of the traffic demand matrix should be available 
for this approach for acceptable performance, which is generally hard to obtain [5]. This 
approach is effective particularly when the traffic matrix does not change significantly in 
short time scale~ [6]. A robust extension of this approach that can cope with failures is also 
available in [7]. 

In the overlay approach, service providers establish logical connections between the edge 
nodes of a backbone, and then overlay these logical connections onto the physical topology. 
The hop-by-hop routing paradigm using shortest paths is overridden in this approach since 
logical connections can take any feasible path through the network. The emergence of 
Multi-Protocol Label Switching (MPLS) technology provides the necessary protocols and 
mechanisms in ~v backbones for explicit routing to facilitate traffic engineering [1, 8]. In 
MPLS backbones, a constraint-based routing scheme can be used so that the traffic may be 
controlled to flow optimally through certain routes [9, 10]. In the general overlay approach, 
typically an initial logical connection layout is obtained for traffic engineering using a 
long-term traffic matrix and constraint-based routing. The bandwidth allocated to each virtual 
connection in this layout is directly related to the actual long-term traffic between the end 
points of the virtual connection. However, the actual traffic may occasionally deviate from 
the long-term value and this deviation generally cannot be predicted in advance. When there 
is a significant traffic increase in the actual traffic for a certain logical connection, additional 
bandwidth allocation will be needed, and the network will be signaled for an increase in the 
allocated bandwidth. If extra bandwidth is available, this request will be accepted and an 
additional allocation will be made. Otherwise, a new constraint-based route will be sought 
and if found, the original logical connection will be torn down and a new logical connection 
will be established. When there is a significant traffic reduction, the network will be signaled 
for the deallocation. A crucial performance impacting issue in such TE mechanisms is the 
determination of the amount of traffic change required to initiate such a signaling process. 

Another TE approach that we focus on in the current paper is "multi-path routing", the goal 
of which is to improve the utilization of resources of an underlying physical network by pro- 
viding multiple paths between source-destination (s-d) pairs. In the multi-path overlay 
approach, multiple logical connections with disjoint paths are established between the two 
end points of a network. These paths can be determined by using the long-term traffic demand. 
The goal of multi-path overlay traffic engineering is to increase the resource utilization of the 
network by intelligently splitting the traffic between an s-d pair among multiple alternative 
logical connections. The work in [11] proposes a dynamic multi-path routing algorithm in 
connection-oriented networks where the shortest path is used under light traffic conditions and 
multiple paths are used as the shortest path becomes congested. The adaptive multi-path 
approach, proposed in [12, 13, 14, 15] considers a general cognitive packet network carrying 
smart, dumb, and acknowledgment packets. In this approach, smart packets explore and learn 
optimal routes using reinforcement learning in an adaptive manner and dumb packets that 
carry actual payload follow these learned routes. Multi-path routing is studied in the context of 
wireless networks as well; a distributed multi-path routing scheme that selects a network path 
with sufficient resources in a dynamic multi-hop mobile setting is described in [16]. 
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Recently, there have been a number of multi-path traffic engineering proposals specifically 
for MPLS networks that are amenable to distributed online implementation. In [6], probe packets 
are transmitted periodically to the egress Label Switch Router (LSR) which then returns them 
back to the ingress LSR. Based on the information in the returning probe packets, the ingress 
LSR computes the one-way congestion statistics that can be delay or loss, and uses a gradient 
projection algorithm for load balancing. In the model [6], all paths between an s-d pair are 
treated equally which may be problematic in scenarios for which some paths may have signifi- 
cantly longer hop lengths than their corresponding rain-hop paths. Additive Increase/Multipli- 
cative Decrease (AJMD) feedback algorithms are used generally for flow and congestion control 
in computer and communication networks [17, 18]. The multi-path AIMD-based approach of 
[19] uses binary feedback information regarding the congestion state of the LSPS and a traffic 
splitting heuristic using AIMD is proposed which ensures that source LSRS never send traffic to 
secondary paths of longer length before they make full use of their primary paths. 

A challenging issue in multi-path routing is the potential de-sequencing (or reordering) of 
packets through the network since packets will occasionally take different routes with diffe- 
rent delays. A queuing analysis of packet de-sequencing (or reordering) and required 
re-sequencing at the receiver site was carried out in [20] to show the impact of de-sequencing 
on total delays. The majority of the traffic in the current Internet is TcP-based and the impact 
of de-sequencing of TCP packets on application layer performance is crucial. However, TCP 
receiver behavior is quite complex and varies from one implementation to another and is not 
amenable to a stochastic analysis as described in [20]. Experimental studies demonstrate that 
packet de-sequencing within a TCP flow can significantly deteriorate TCP performance [21, 22]. 
When traffic is split in a static manner (i.e., splitting ratios are fixed over time), hashing-based 
splitting schemes are shown to be effective in terms of both scalability and de-sequencing per- 
formance [21]. In dynamic traffic splitting, the splitting ratios change adaptively over time 
with the changing congestion status of the corresponding alternative paths. Flow-based 
multi-path routing is a dynamic splitting scheme that operates on a per-flow basis with the 
aim of avoiding packet de-sequencing within a flow; see for example [23] and [24] for related 
work. We refer the reader to [25] and [26] for flow-based multipath routing with emphasis on 
routing of elastic flows like TCP, Flow-based routing in the QOS routing context in MPLS net- 
works is described in [27] and [28], but these studies require a flow aware core network and 
therefore have scalability problems with increasing number of instantaneous flows [27]. 

Recently, a new flow-based multi-path traffic engineering approach for best-effort net- 
works is proposed in [29]; this reordering-free architecture is tested for UDP traffic, and its 
performance improvements relative to the case of non-flow based multi-path routing and that 
of single path are reported. The approach imposes flow awareness only at the edge devices 
and therefore does not have the scalability problems of other flow-based QOS routing schemes. 
In the current paper, we extend the work in [29] towards a reordering-free flow-based traffic 
engineering architecture for TCP traffic in MPLS backbones. In this architecture, two link dis- 
joint MPLS LSPS, one being the primary Label Switched Path (P-LSP) and the latter being the 
secondary LSP (S-LSP), are established between LSR pairs between which there is direct TCP 
traffic. The proposed architecture is amenable to extension to arbitrary number of paths but 
this generalization is left outside the scope of the current paper to improve its readability. 
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After establishing these two LSPS, we develop an algorithm that splits the traffic between the 
two LSPS in order to improve the overall throughput. Motivated by the ABR (Available Bit 
Rate) service category used for flow control in ATM networks, we proposed an explicit rate 
feedback mechanism for traffic engineering purposes in MPLS networks in [29]. Since explicit 
rate feedback is not an MPLS standard, we propose in this paper, a binary feedback mechanism 
that can be implemented with the help of standards-based ECN (Explicit Congestion Notifi- 
cation)-capable LSRS with little additional complexity. In the proposed mechanism, edge LSRs 
maintain one drop-tail queue for the P-LSP and another drop-tail queue for the S-LSR. These 
queues are drained using an AIMD algorithm triggered by the binary feedback mechanism. 

In the proposed flow-based multi-path traffic engineering architecture, a traffic splitting 
algorithm is proposed in which individual traffic flows are identified and probabilistically 
assigned to one of the two LSPs based on the average difference between the delays in the 
corresponding queues. The algorithm we propose for traffic splitting is called RER (Random 
Early Reroute), which is inspired by the RED (Random Early Detection) algorithm used for 
active queue management in the Internet. The flow-based mechanism ensures that packet 
reordering would not take place at the receiving end of the corresponding flow. 

One other important issue in dynamic load-balancing is the design of the MPLS data plane 
in terms of its queuing architecture. It is well-known that using longer alternative paths by 
some sources force other sources whose rain-hop paths share links with these alternative 
paths to also use alternative paths [30]. If the alternative paths use more resources (or hops) 
on the average, some improperly designed load balancing algorithms may perform poorly 
even relative to a scheme that uses a single path for every s-d pair. This fact is called the 
knock-on effect in literature, and precautions should be taken to minimize this effect [30]. 
Inspired by the well-known principles of dynamic routing in circuit switched networks, a 
trunk reservation based approach is presented to deal with this effect in [26]. We take a diffe- 
rent approach in this paper for the same problem using per-class queueing. In [29], we pro- 
posed a queuing architecture in the MPLS data plane that favors packets of P-LSPS over those of 
s-LsPs in Strict Priority (SP) sense to cope with the knock-on effect. In this paper, we com- 
pare and contrast the SP and the widely deployed First-In-First-Out (FIFO) queuing architec- 
tures in the TCP load-balancing context and show through simulations that sP queuing is more 
effective and relatively more robust with respect to the changes in the traffic demand matrix 
than FIFO queuing. 

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we present our traffic 
engineering architecture. Our simulation results are presented in Section III and conclusions 
and future work are provided in the final section. 

II. A R C H I T E C T U R E  

In this study, we envision an MPLS network consisting of edge and core LSRS depicted in 
Figure 1 TCPhP traffic is sourced from and destined to the edge LSRS while the core LSRS carry 
only transit traffic. Flow classification, traffic splitting, per-destination queuing, rate control, 
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I I ~' 
Edge LSR Core LSR 

Flow identification Label switching 
Per-destination queuing Per-class queuing 
Traffic splitting ECN marking 
A1MD-based rate control 
MPLS Per-class queuing 

Eg~ssLSR 

,~ P-LSP 

- - - ~ S-LSP 

POP: Point of Presence 

FIG. 1 -- MPLS network with edge and core LSRs and the minimum hop P-LSP and the S-LSP 
from the ingress LSR at POP A to the egress LSR at POB B. 

Rdseau MPLS (commutation multiprotocole par dtiquettes) avec routeurs de cceur et routeurs frontikre 
et les chemins primaire &nombre minimal de bonds et secondaire entre un routeur entrant 

au point de prdsence A e t  un routeur sortant au point de prdsence B. 

and the conventional edge MPLS functionalities are carried out by the edge LSRS in the proposed 
architecture. The core LSRS are not flow aware and their sole responsibility is label switching, 
per-class queuing, and ECN marking. Consequently, the proposed architecture has the potential 
to scale to large networks since flow awareness and flow processing capabilities are required 
only on the edge LSRS, but not on the core LSRS where scalability requirements are elaborate. 

Our proposed distributed on-line traffic engineering architecture is comprised of the fol- 
lowing three main components: (i) LSP establishment and queuing model used in core LSRS, 
(ii) feedback mechanism and rate control, (iii) traffic splitting algorithm. We now study each 
of these components and their interactions. 

We propose in this study that the core LSRS employ output queuing and they support dif- 
ferentiated services (diffserv) with the gold, silver, and bronze services (i.e., Olympic ser- 
vices). These services can be implemented with per-class queuing using three drop-tail 
queues, namely gold, silver, and bronze queues, at every outgoing physical interface. In 
terms of  scheduling, we propose that the gold queue has strict priority over the silver queue 
that has strict priority over the bronze queue. In our proposed architecture, the gold service is 
dedicated not only to Resource Management  (RM) packets (their role will be described in 
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detail later) used for gathering binary congestion status from the network but for TCP ACK 
(i.e., acknowledgment) packets as well. The motivation behind this choice is to provide 
prompt feedback to TCP end users and also traffic splitters deployed at edge LSRS. How the 
remaining silver and bronze services will be used for TCP data packets are based on the way 
LSPS are established which is described below. 

We assume in this study that edge LSRS are single-homed, i.e., they have a link to a single 
core LSR. Two LSPS, which are link disjoint in the core MPLS network, are then set-up from an 
ingress LSR to every other edge LSR for which there is direct TCP/IP traffic. If  edge LSRs are 
multi-homed then the "link disjointness" requirement could be imposed on the entire MPLS 
cloud including the edge Lsgs; we do not study multi-homing in the current paper. The P-LSP 
uses the minimum hop path found using Dijkstra's algorithm. When there is a tie in the algo- 
rithm, this tie is broken randomly. The route for the S-LSP is found by pruning the links in the 
core MPLS network used by the P-LSP and randomly choosing one of the minimum hop paths 
in the remaining network graph. For an example, we refer the reader to Figure 1 in which the 
P-LSP and S-LSP traverse two and three hops, respectively, in the core network. If  the connec- 
tivity is lost after pruning the links from the graph, the secondary LSP is not established. We 
note that if an accurate estimate of the traffic demand matrix is known a-priori, more sophis- 
ticated algorithms might be used to select the routes LSPS take. However, we do not assume 
a-priori knowledge on traffic demands in this study. 

There are two queuing models based on the work in [29] that we study in this paper. In 
FIFO queuing, data packets of P-LSPS and S-LSPS join the same silver queue and we do not 
make use of the bronze queue at all. In other words, in FIFO queuing there is no preferential 
treatment to packets using fewer resources (i.e., traversing fewer hops). However, this policy 
might carry the risk of promoting the knock-on effect, i.e., using longer secondary paths by 
some sources may force other sources whose primary paths share links with these secondary 
paths to also use secondary paths. We remark that secondary paths use more resources (i.e., 
longer hop lengths) and they should be resorted to only when the primary paths can no longer 
accommodate additional TCP traffic. Based on the work described in [29], we propose sP 
queuing in which TCP data packets belonging to P-LSPS use the silver service and those belon- 
ging to S-LSPS use the bronze service. We note that the above-mentioned queuing models are 
implementable using the standards-based E-LSP (zxP-inferred-Psc LSP) method by which the 
three-bit experimental (EXP) field in the MPLS header is used by edge LSPS to code the Psc 
(Per Hop Behavior Scheduling Class) [31 ]. We propose that two of the EXP bits are devoted to 
marking the packet as a 

(A) RM packet for a P-LSP 
(B) RM packet for an S-LSP, 
(C) TCP data packet for a P-LSP, 
(D) TCP data packet for an S-LSP. 
We also propose to mark TCP ACK packets in the same way as RM packets (marked as 

either (A) or (B)) since they should receive the same gold service. However, this means that 
ACK packets will also go through additional RM packet processing. The reason behind this 
pragmatic choice is that we would like to reserve the final bit of the three EXP bits for binary 
congestion indication and not use it for separately marking TCP ACK packets. 
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The second basic component of the overall architecture is the feedback mechanism and 
rate control to be used for traffic engineering. MPLS technology does not currently have a 
standards-based feedback mechanism, but we proposed in [29] that a protocol very similar to 
that of the ABR service category in ATM networks to be used in MPLS networks as well. Expli- 
cit rate feedback was shown to be useful for traffic engineering purposes in [29] due to its 
promptness and well-proven transient properties. However, we relax this requirement in the 
current paper for ease of potential implementation. In the current architecture, we require 
that the core LSRS are EfN-capable [32], and upon congestion, they mark the packet as 
Congestion Experienced (CE), where the marking can be done with the remaining E×P bit; see 
[33] for an initial proposal on ECN support in MPLS which has not advanced. In the architec- 
ture discussed in this paper, the ingress LSR of each LSP periodically sends RM packets along 
with data packets on the same LSP towards the egress LSR. If the RM packet belongs to a P-LSP 
(i.e., marked as (A)), the LSRS check the percentage queue occupancy of the silver queue of 
that interface and sets the CE bit (if not already set) if this value exceeds the configuration 
parameter/2. Similarly, in the case of an S-LSP RM packet (i.e., marked as (B)), the transit LSR 
compares the percentage queue occupancy of the bronze (silver) queue with/2 if sp (F|FO) 
queuing is employed and sets the CE bit accordingly. 

Table I. - The AIMD algorithm. 

L ' a lgor i thme AIMD. 

i f  RM packet  market as CE 
ATR: = ATR - RDF X A T R  

else 
ATR: = ATR + RIF X PTR 

ATR: = min (ArR. PTR) 
ATR: = max (ATR, MTR) 

This RM packet is then returned back by the egress LSR to the ingress node indicating 
congestion status of the forward LSP it belongs to. For every LSP, RM packets are sent to the 
network once in every TRM seconds. When the ingress LSR receives the congestion information 
about the LSP, it will invoke an ALMD algorithm to compute the ATR (Allowed Transmission 
Rate) of the corresponding LSP. The AIMD algorithm is given in Table I [17]. In this algorithm, 
RDF a n d  RIF denote the Rate Decrease Factor and Rate Increase Factor, and MTR a n d  PTR cor- 
respond to Minimum Transmission Rate and Peak Transmission Rate, respectively. 

We now describe the splitting process for the TCP traffic at the edge LSRS. The edge LSRS 
identify TCP traffic flows and maintain a list which keeps track of each active flow. We note 
that the traffic carried between the source and destination LSRS is an aggregation of multiple 
traffic flows generated by multiple users/applications. Two drop-tail queues per egress LSR, 
namely the P-LSP and S-LSP queues, are maintained at the edge LSRS. Both queues are drained 
using the ATR information calculated by the AIMD algorithm given in Table I. At this stage, we 
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decide on which service queue each TCP flow would join. When a packet arrives, which is not 
associated with an existing flow, a decision on how to forward the packets of this new flow 
needs to be made. For this purpose, we compute Dp_~e and Os_,s p, the delay estimates for the 
P-LSP and S-LSP queues in the edge LSR, respectively. These delay estimates are calculated by 
means of dividing the corresponding queue occupancy by the drain rate, ATR, of that queue. 
The notation d,z denotes the exponential weighted moving averaged difference between the 
delay estimates at the epoch of the nth packet arrival and is updated as follows: 

(1) d n = / 3  (Dp _ LSP - D s  - LSP) + (1 - / 3 ) d  n _ 1 

where/3 is the averaging parameter to be set by the network operator. We refer the reader to 
earlier work described in [13, 14, 15] for the use of exponentially averaged delay or other 
QoS estimates for making routing decisions. 

Po 

p(d) 

/ 
, ! 

minth rnaxth d (ms) 

FIG. 2 - The traffic splitting function p(d). 

La fonction de partage de trafic p(d). 

In our traffic engineering architecture, every new active flow is identified with the arrival 
of the first packet of the new flow, say nth packet arrival. This new flow is assigned to the 
secondary LSP with probability p ( d )  which is given in Figure 2 as a function of the estimated 
delay difference at the arrival of the nth packet. Equivalently, the new flow is said to be assi- 
gned to the primary LSP with probability (1 -p(dn)). This LsP assignment curve is similar to 
the Random Early Detection (RED) curve used for active queue management [34]. We call 
this policy for multi-path traffic engineering as the Random Early Reroute (RER) policy. RED 
has the goal of controlling the average queue occupancy whereas in multipath TE, the average 
(smoothed) delay difference between the two queues is controlled by the RER. The RER uses a 
proportional control rather than a simple threshold policy in order to control the potential 
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fluctuations in the controlled system. The RER favors the rain-hop path and resorts probabi- 
listically to the secondary path when the P-LSP queue starts to build up. Once an LSP is selec- 
ted upon the arrival of the first packet of a new flow, all successive packets of the same flow 
will be forwarded over the same LSP. Finally, the edge LSRS are assumed to have the same 
per-class queuing functionality at their outgoing physical interfaces as core LSRS. 

The architecture is summarized in an example network with three edge LSRS (0-2) and 
three core LSRS depicted in Figure 3. In this figure, the internals of only the edge LSR 0 are 
given. P-LSP(n) queue refers to the queue maintained for TCP data packets destined for the 
egress LSR n and using the primary path. These packets then join the silver queue of the 
per-class queuing stage for later transmission towards the core LSR. S-LSP(n) queue can be 
similarly defined. If sp is used, then TCP data packets using the secondary paths will enter the 
bronze queue in the second stage. In Figure 3, the sp queuing case is depicted. If F~FO queuing 
were employed, then the TCP data packets of secondary paths would also join the silver queue 
as those of primary paths. All queues in the per-destination queuing stage are drained by the 
ATR of the corresponding queue which is calculated by the AIMD-based algorithm. RM packets 
and TCP ACK packets bypass the first stage, and they directly join the gold queue. 

Per-destination Per-class 
queuing queuing 

P-LSP(1) queue 
Gold Queue 

All RM and [ _ ~  
ckets TCP ACK oa 

Core M P L S  Network  

I I  
S-LSP(1) queue ~*X ! | 

P-LSP(2)~qu g/ver Queue .. i ~" I I 

' I 

Edge LSR 0 Internal Architecture 

~- P-LSP(I ) ~- P-LSP(2) 

- - - ~  S-LSP(1) - - - ~  S-LSP(2) 

Edge LSR 1 

-,X 

Edge LSR 2 

FIG. 3 - MPLS network with 3 edge LSRS and 3 core LSRS with strict priority queuing at the physical 
interfaces. All the outgoing routes for the edge LSR 0 for the TCP data packets are depicted. 

Rdseau MPLS (Multi-Protocol Label switching : commutation multiprotocoles par  dtiquette) avec 3 routeurs 
(~R : Label switch Router) de coeur et 3 routeurs de fronti~re dont les interfaces physiques sont gdrdes avec 
prioritd stricte. Toutes les routes sortantes des paquets de donndes TCP pour la fronti&e tSR 0 sont ddcrites. 
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I I I .  S I M U L A T I O N  RESULTS 

The performance of the AIMD-based multi-path TE algorithm for TCP traffic is evaluated 
for the three-node network shown in Figure 3. We assume that the core LSRS are connected by 
links each with a capacity of 50 Mbit/s, and each link has a propagation delay of 10 ms. We 
also assume that edge LSRS are connected to the core LSRS with 1 Gbit/s links and therefore 
the core-to-core links are potential bottleneck links. 

In our simulations, flow arrivals occur according to a Poisson process, and flow sizes have 
a bounded Pareto distribution [35]. The bounded Pareto distribution is used instead of the 
normal Pareto (similar to [36]) because normal Pareto distribution has infinite variance, and 
thus very long simulations are required for convergence. Meanwhile, bounded Pareto exhi- 
bits the large variance and heavy tail properties of the flow size distribution of Internet traffic 
and allows us to set a bound on the largest flow size. The bounded Pareto distribution is 
denoted by BP(k,  p ,  a) ,  where k and p denote the minimum and maximum flow sizes, res- 
pectively, and the shape parameter a is the exponent of the power law. As a is decreased, the 
tail gets larger, and the ratio of long flows increases. The probability density function for the 
BP(k ,  p, a )  is given by 

f ( x )  - x - a - 1 ,  k < x < p ,  O< a < 2 .  
1 - (k/p) a 

The average flow size, m, for the BP(k ,  p, a )  distribution is given by [35] 

m = (pk  a - kp°:). 
(1  - a )  (p'~ - ~:°3 

The following parameters are used for the bounded Pareto distribution in this study: 
k = 4000 Bytes, p = 50 × 106 Bytes, and a = 1.06 or 1.20. The mean flow sizes are given by 
m = 30,544 Bytes for a = 1.06, and m = 20,362 Bytes for a = 1.20. 

The average outgoing traffic from each edge LSR is fixed to 70 Mbit/s in our simulations. 
The offered traffic from edge LSR i and to edge LSRj is denoted by T/,j. For simplicity, we 
assume that Ti. ~(i + J) moa 3) = ~T/, ((i - 1) mod 3) for all 0 < i-< 2. The traffic spread parameter, y, is 
introduced in order to characterize the effect of traffic distribution on multi-path -rE. While 
y=  1 corresponds to fully symmetric traffic, ~,= 0 corresponds to totally asymmetric traffic. 

In order to evaluate the performance of the flow-based multi-path TE algorithm, we use 
single-path routing and packet-based TE algorithms for reference. In packet-based WE, packets 
are routed over the P-LSP or S-LSP using the P,.ER mechanism given in Figure 2, but irrespective 
of the flow they belong to. The packet-based multi-path TE causes out-of-order packet deli- 
very at the destination, and this is known to adversely affect the TCP performance [23, 24]. 
We study this effect in our numerical experiments. Single-path routing uses the 
minimum-hop path with the AIMD-ECN capability tumed on. We use the term "shortest-path 
routing" to refer to this scheme. 

Two sets of buffer threshold parameters for the ~ER curve are used in this study: 
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• Shortest Delay (SD): minth = maxth  = 0 ms and P0 = 1. 
• RER: minth = 1 ms, maxth  = 15 ms and P0 = 1. 

SD forwards each flow (for flow-based TE) or packet (for packet-based TE) simply to the path 
with the shorter estimated queuing delay at the ingress edge LSR, and thus it does not favor the 
P-LSP. SD is used in conjunction with the HFO queuing discipline where there is no preferential 
treatment between the P-LSP and the S-LSP at the core LSRS. For UDP traffic, we had used RER 
parameters mint1 , = 30 ms, maxth = 150 ms a n d P o  = 1 in [29]. However, for the TCP traffic, the 
queue buildup is less severe due to the rate adaptivity of users so we had to reduce the thresholds 
accordingly. We experimented extensively with different RER parameters but we observed that in 
the neighborhood of the chosen RER parameter set, the performance of the RER is quite robust. 
The results of these exploratory numerical studies are not included in this paper in order to make 
the presentation more concise. The delay averaging parameter is selected as/3 = 0.3. 

The TCP data packets are assumed to be 1040 Bytes long including MPLS headers. We 
assume that the RM packets are 50 Bytes long. All the buffers at the edge and core LSRS, inclu- 
ding per-destination (primary and secondary) and per-class queues (gold, silver and bronze), 
have a size of  104,000 Bytes each. The TCP receive buffer is of  length 19,840 Bytes. 

The following parameters are used for the AIMD algorithm: 
• TRM = 0.1 S 
• R D F  = 0.0625 
• R I F  = 0.125 
• P T R  = 50 Mbit/s 
• M T R  = 0 
• # = 50% 

We leave the study of the impact of  AIMD parameters on routing performance for future 
research. 

This TCP TE architecture is implemented over ns-2 (Network Simulator) version 2.27 [37] 
and the TcP-Reno is used in our simulations. The simulation runtime is selected as 300 s. In 
all simulation results, events concerning flow arrivals only in the period [95 s, 295 s] are 
reported. The following five algorithms are compared in terms of their performance: 

• Flow-based multi-path with RER and Strict Priority 
• Flow-based multi-path with Shortest Delay and FIFO 
• Packet-based multi-path with RER and Strict Priority 
• Packet-based multi-path with Shortest Delay and FIFO 
• Shortest-path (i.e., Single Path using the min-hop path) 

The goodput of a TOP flOW i (in Kbytes/s) is defined as the service rate received by flow i 
during its lifetime or equivalently it is the ratio A//T i, where A i is the number of  Bytes suc- 
cessfully delivered to the application layer by the TOP receiver within the simulation duration. 
The parameter 7"/is the sojourn time of the flow i within the simulation runtime. We note 
that if flow i has terminated within the simulation time, then A i will be equal to the flow size 
in Bytes. The average goodputs for TOP flows as a function of the flow size are given in 
Figures 4 and 5 for a = 1.06 and a = 1.20, respectively. We first observe that plots for both 
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values of a exhibit similar behavior. The average goodput for each flow size range is compu- 
ted by taking the arithmetic mean of the goodputs of the flows that have a size within the 
given range. The flow-based multi-path TE algorithms always attain the highest average 
goodput for different values of a, y and flow size. The flow-based TE with RER and Strict 
Priority performs better than the flow-based TE with Shortest Delay and FIFO in all cases. 

Both packet-based TE algorithms, i.e., Strict Priority/Pd~R and FIFo/Shortest Delay, gene- 
rally perform worse than their flow-based counterparts. This is a result of the packet reorde- 
ring occurring with packet-based algorithms. Large flows that are active for a longer period 
are more adversely affected with this, whereas packet reordering affects shorter flows less 
since the smoothed delay difference d n does not change significantly during the short period 
while a small flow is active. The packet-based TE algorithm with Shortest Delay and FIFO 
performs much worse than the packet-based algorithm with e, zg and Strict Priority, since the 
former alternates packets between P-LSP and S-LSP as d n fluctuates around zero, causing larger 
number of packet re-orderings. The performance of the shortest path algorithm deteriorates 
compared to flow-based and packet-based TE algorithms as the traffic becomes more asym- 
metric and P-LSP becomes more congested, i.e., as ]/decreases. 

The average goodputs generally increase with the flow size since larger flows have the 
advantage of achieving larger TCP congestion windows. The average goodputs for the five 
routing algorithms as a function of the traffic distribution parameter 7are shown in Figure 6. 
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FIG. 6 - Average per-flow goodput as a function of 7for a = 1.20. 
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In this figure, the average goodput is computed as the arithmetic mean of all flow goodputs. 
We observe that the flow-based TE algorithm with RER and Strict Priority achieves the highest 
average goodput among all TE algorithms considered in this study. The average goodputs for 
the flow and packet-based TE algorithms with RER and Strict Priority decrease as Tdecreases 
since P-LSP becomes more congested. On the other hand, performances of the flow and pac- 
ket-based TE algorithms with Shortest Delay and FIFO do not change significantly as 7 
changes between 0.0 and 1.0. This is a consequence of the equal treatment between P-LSP 
and S-LSP with these algorithms. TE algorithms with RER and Strict Priority and the shortest 
path routing algorithm have similar performances for large )'since routing with TE algorithms 
boils down to the shortest path routing when )'is large as P-LSP becomes very lightly loaded. 

In order to have a more accurate representation of the goodputs achieved by individual 
packets, we compute the normalized goodput which is defined as 

Z i  niGi 
Gnorm - avg - Z i n i  

where G i is the average throughput attained by flow i, and n i is the number of packets for 
flow i. The normalized goodputs for the five routing algorithms as a function of the traffic 
distribution parameter y are shown in Figure 7. Since Gnorm_ avg demonstrates the effect of 
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larger flows better, the difference between average goodputs achieved by flow and 
packet-based TE algorithms can be seen more clearly. 

The relative change of the normalized goodputs with the four TE algorithms with respect 
to the shortest path routing are given in Table II. This relative change, A TM , is computed for a 
generic TE method as 

TE G ShortestPath 
ATE _ _ G n o n n  - avg - norm - avg 

ShortestPath 
G norm - avg 

where G ShortestPath is the normalized goodput with the shortest path routing, and G TE norm - avg norm - avg 

denotes the normalized goodput with one of the four TE algorithms used for the calculation of 
the corresponding A re. The flow-based TZ algorithm with RER and Strict Priority achieves the 
highest normalized goodput compared with the other TE algorithms. Although the flow-based 
TZ algorithm with Shortest Delay and FIFO has higher goodput relative to the shortest path 
algorithm for small values of 74, its performance degrades to worse than the shortest path rou- 
ting for large values of y, i.e., with more symmetric traffic distribution and less congested 
p-tsp. The packet-based TE algorithms also perform worse than the shortest path routing for 
large values of 7. 

IV. C O N C L U S I O N S  

In this paper, we propose a flow-based distributed scheme for traffic engineering TCP 
flows in MPLS networks. In this architecture, TCP traffic is split at the flow level between the 
primary and secondary paths using a random early rerouting principle that controls the 

Table II. - Relative increase/decrease of normalized goodput, A rE, 
for the four TE algorithms with respect to shortest path routing. 

Augmentatiom'diminution du ddbit moyen utile normd, A TE, pour quatre algorithmes d'inggnierie 
d u  traf ic  q u i  s ' a p p u i e n t  s u r  l e  r o u t a g e  d u  p l u s  court chemin. 

7 Flow-based Packet-based 

SP/RER FIFO/SD SP/RER FIFO/SD 

0.00 42.55 34.99 19.83 13.21 

0.06 5.71 2.18 2.48 0.47 

0.13 3.03 0.18 1.05 - 0.26 

0.21 2.10 -0.05 0.79 - 0.43 

0.30 1.65 -0.20 0.63 - 0.53 

0.40 1.36 -0.32 0.51 - 0.60 

0.67 0.15 -0.67 -0.20 - 0.81 

1.00 0.02 -0.71 -0.23 - 0.83 
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queuing delay difference between the two alternative paths. We propose ECN marking and 
AIMD-based rate control so that the traffic splitting decisions can be made at the flow-aware 
edges of the MPLS network. Moreover, we propose a strict priority queuing mechanism not 
for QoS delivery but for improving routing performance via the mitigation of the knock-on 
effect that is known to exist for general load balancing schemes. Using Poisson flow arrivals 
and bounded Pareto-distributed flow sizes, we show that the flow-based distributed 
multi-path traffic engineering based on random early reroute and strict priority queuing, 
consistently outperforms the case of a single path in terms of the zcP goodput whereas the 
gain in using this scheme increases when the traffic becomes less uniform. Due to the elimi- 
nation of the out-of-order packet delivery, flow-based splitting also enhances the TOP perfor- 
mance with respect to packet-based splitting especially for long TOP flows which are hit hard 
under packet reordering. 
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